
BRAND PRESENTER



A B O U T  P E R F E C T  S O U T H

We are purveyors of Australian grown green tea that’s crafted using authentic
Japanese methods

OUR PURPOSE 
Make Australian grown green tea famous. 

OUR PASSION 
Ignite people’s love of Australian green tea through moments of unexpected

delight. 



P R O V E N A N C E  

Perfect South tea comes from North East Victoria in a region renowned for its produce. The
area’s sub-alpine valleys and climate are perfect for the camellia sinensis plant, and are similar

to some of the best tea growing regions of Japan. 





O U R  T E A  

OFFERING 
Perfect South green tea is Australian grown and crafted using authentic Japanese methods. We offer only premium tea
that’s balanced, smooth and without the bitterness so often associated with green tea. We have a small range of styles
from the last two harvests only, to ensure freshness, and also provide exclusive, limited edition teas that are unique to

the Australian market. 

GROWING 
The camellia sinensis plant is hardy and has little to no pests or diseases. Only a small amount of human intervention is
needed to grow the crop, the rest is left to nature. Perfect South green tea is stringently tested to ensure it’s clean and

pure. 

HARVESTING 
Preparation starts in spring and the crops are harvested from October to March each year, in a process that continues

almost without rest. The tea plants are pruned from the top and as new shoots appear and grow, they are pruned again,
often up to four times. 

CRAFTING 
Perfect South green tea is made specifically for Australian taste buds and is customised to suit our drinking water. From
the farm to the factory it’s given a ridiculous amount of love and attention. The process of steaming, roasting and drying

tea is a sensitive and intricate experience. Tea makers continually assess texture, taste, colour, aroma and look,
checking the tea at each stage of its journey from the farm to you. 



First harvest teas are made from premium, single origin, single variety tea leaves that are crafted with meticulous
attention. These tea leaves come from the early days of the season’s first harvest in spring. They’re bursting with flavour

and nutrients after lying dormant over winter.

FIRST HARVEST TEAS



Estate teas are crafted to perfection and comprise of high-quality mid and late harvest tea leaves from a handful of farms.
The flavours are balanced, smooth and diverse. Estate teas are a great starting point if you’re new to green tea or seeking

something different.

ESTATE RANGE TEAS





Our green tea blends are lovingly created with organic or wild harvested
ingredients, such as fruits, flowers, herbs, spices, seeds and grains. We’ve

based them off the simple principle of pure deliciousness. You’re sure to find
a new favourite green tea here.

GREEN TEA BLENDS



We have a variety of packaging options for
our tea;

20 Tea Bag Boxes
100g Boxes

250g Pouches
500g Pouches
1kg Pouches

PACK STYLES



R E C O G N I T I O N

Perfect South is regularly featured in both mainstream and niche
media. As well as the winner of fine food awards for our tea blends



W W W . P E R F E C T S O U T H . C O M . A U

Visit our website to learn more or contact us
for more information.

STOCKIST INQUIRIES 
buytea@perfectsouth.com.au 

GENERAL INQUIRIES 
sales@perfectsouth.com.au 




